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ABSTRACT
As the popularity of smartphones and tablets increases, the
mobile platform is becoming a very important target for
application developers. Despite recent advances in mobile
hardware, most mobile devices still fall short to execute
complex multimedia applications such as image processing.
Cyber foraging is a well known computing technique to en-
hance the capabilities of mobile devices, where the mobile
device oﬄoads parts of the application to a nearby discov-
ered server in the network.
In this poster, we present AIOLOS: a mobile middleware
system for adaptive oﬄoading that identifies candidate meth-
ods for oﬄoading to the application developer. We present
a model taking into account server resources and network
state to decide at runtime whether or not the method exe-
cution should be oﬄoaded. A prototype implementation of
the middleware on the Android mobile platform is presented
and evaluated using a real life application scenario.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed an increasing popularity
of smartphones. According to Gartner this trend will con-
tinue, predicting an increase of 57.7 percent on smartphone
sales in 2011 [2]. Advances in mobile hardware (e.g. display
resolution and CPU power) and the introduction of applica-
tion markets on various mobile platforms, have resulted in a
myriad of mobile applications such as social and messaging
clients, location-based services, games and many more.
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Although the capabilities of mobile devices are increas-
ing, they still cannot match their desktop counterparts, es-
pecially for complex multimedia applications such as image
and video processing, object or face recognition and aug-
mented reality applications. This encourages the use of cy-
ber foraging to augment the capabilities of the mobile de-
vice by outsourcing CPU intensive parts of the application
to nearby discovered resources [6], called surrogates. The
biggest challenge is then to decide when and which parts of
the application to outsource.
Other cyber foraging frameworks such as Scavenger [4]
or MAUI [1] use a history-based profile to oﬄoad method
calls. Scavenger oﬄoads Python methods based on the size
of their arguments and an estimate of the surrogate’s re-
sources, while the network is assumed as a constant. MAUI
oﬄoads methods in the .Net framework using an integer lin-
ear programming solver to take the decisions, but does not
take into account the effect of input arguments on the exe-
cution time.
In this paper we present AIOLOS1: a mobile middleware
platform for adaptive oﬄoading built on OSGi [7], which
takes both the argument size and network variability into
account. For each oﬄoadable method the middleware esti-
mates the execution time based on the argument size, pre-
vious invocations and a network and surrogate estimation
model, choosing the most appropriate execution location.
Afterwards the estimation model is updated, taking into
account the new profiling data. This way the system will
optimize the application execution, taking into account the
device capabilities and the network connectivity, without
putting additional burden on the application developer. To
show the effectiveness of our approach we evaluated or frame-
work on Android using a Photo Editor application.
2. MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURE
The middleware presented in this paper is based on OSGi
[7], a service oriented module management system in Java
allowing to dynamically load and unload software modules –
called bundles – at runtime. The portability of Java enables
the execution of the same code on different platforms and ar-
chitectures, enabling remote execution and code migration.
OSGi bundles can expose a service interface by registering
an implementation of this interface with the OSGi service
registry, which can be queried by other bundles.
Each service interface contains a number of service meth-
ods, which will be monitored and profiled at runtime by
1aiolos is an ancient greek word meaning “quickly changing,
adapting”
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Figure 1: Architecture of the AIOLOS framework.
the middleware. Using this method profile the middleware
will decide for each method call whether it will be executed
locally or remotely. The architecture of the proposed mid-
dleware is shown in Figure 1. Both client and server devices
run the R-OSGi [5] bundle, which enables remote method
invocations across OSGi platforms. The remote server can
be discovered using a service discovery protocol such as SLP
[3] or by direct connection to a known address.
The Proxy Manager is responsible for creating and manag-
ing proxies for each application bundle’s services. By prox-
ying each of those registered services, the middleware can
on the one hand decide to forward a service call to a remote
service implementation rather than to the local one, and on
the other hand gather monitoring information of all service
calls.
The Bundle Monitor gathers monitor information of all
application bundles. It gets notified by the proxies when a
service method is called, and captures the size of the input
arguments, the size of the return value and the execution
time of the method call. Using this information, an execu-
tion profile for each method can be constructed, which is
used to identify methods for remote execution by the Of-
floading Logic bundle.
Oﬄoading Logic provides the algorithm to decide whether
to oﬄoad a method or not. Using the monitor information
of the Bundle Monitor it will estimate the parameters of the
network and the capabilities of the server. A method call is
oﬄoaded if its estimated remote execution time Tremote is
smaller than its estimated local execution time Tlocal, using
the following formulas.
Tˆlocal = f(I) (1)
Tˆremote = αTˆlocal + β(I + g(I)) + γ (2)
Tlocal is estimated in function of the input parameters I
using history. Tremote is estimated using a speedup factor α
of the server, and network parameters β and γ representing
the network round trip time, which increases in function of
the bytes sent, i.e. the input parameters I and estimated
return value g(I) which size is also estimated from history.
The Deployment Manager copies bundles that would ben-
efit from remote execution by sending the bytecodes to the
server side and installing the bundle there on the OSGi run-
time.
3. PERFORMANCE
For evaluation we have integrated the AIOLOS framework
in the Android OS and performed experiments with a Photo
Editor application. Using the Photo Editor application the
user can perform image filters such as a blur or sharpen filter
on the pictures on his device. Experiments on a Motorola
Droid device show that the AIOLOS framework is able to
correctly estimate the local and remote execution time. De-
pending on the network latency, the AIOLOS framework will
only oﬄoad method calls on images large enough to benefit
from remote execution.
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